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(under the age of 18 yrs. old) and bring them to the facility you have 
chosen. There are long term Residential Programs (sometimes a year and 
longer) as well as short term programs (30-90 days), there are Therapeutic 
Boarding Schools, Wilderness programs, Extended Living and there are 
Sober Living Housing where they can work, go to meetings and be 
accountable for staying clean.
Many times a Criminal Attorney will try to work out a deal with the court to 
allow your child or loved one to seek treatment as an alternative to jail. 
I know how overwhelming this period can be for you and I urge every 
parent or relative of an addict to get some help for yourself. There are 
many groups that can help you. There is Al-Anon, Alateen (for teenagers), 
Families Anonymous, Nar-Anon and more. This is a disease that affects 
the whole family, not just the parents.
Addiction knows no race or religion; it affects the wealthy as well as the 
poor, the highly educated, old, young-IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE.
This magazine is dedicated to my son Steven who graduated with top 
honors from University of Central Florida. He graduated with a degree in 
Psychology, and was going for his Masters in Applied Behavioral Therapy. 
He was a highly intelligent, sensitive young man who helped many people 
get their lives on the right course. He could have accomplished whatever 
he set his mind out to do. Unfortunately, after graduating from college he 
tried a drug that was offered to him not realizing how addictive it was and 
the power it would have over him.
My son was 7 months clean when he relapsed and died of a drug 
overdose. I hope this magazine helps you find the right treatment for your 
loved one. They have a disease and like all diseases, you try to find the 
best care suited for their needs. They need help.
Deaths from prescription drug overdose have been called the “silent 
epidemic” for years. There is approximately one American dying every 17 
minutes from an accidental prescription drug overdose. Please don’t allow 
your loved one to become a statistic. I hope you have found this magazine 
helpful. You may also visit us on the web at www.thesoberworld.com.
We are on Face Book at www.facebook.com/pages/The-
Sober- World/445857548800036 or www.facebook.com/steven.
soberworld, Twitter at www.twitter.com/thesoberworld, and LinkedIn at 
www.linkedin.com/grp/home?gid=6694001
Sincerely,

Patricia 
Publisher
Patricia@TheSoberWorld.com

Dear Readers, 
I welcome you to The Sober World magazine. The Sober World is an 
informative award winning national magazine that’s designed to help 
parents and families who have loved ones struggling with addiction. 
We are a FREE printed publication, as well as an online e-magazine 
reaching people globally in their search for information about Drug and 
Alcohol Abuse.
We directly mail our printed magazine each month to whoever has been 
arrested for drugs or alcohol as well as distributing to schools, colleges, 
drug court, coffee houses, meeting halls, doctor offices and more .We 
directly mail to treatment centers, parent groups and different initiatives 
throughout the country and have a presence at conferences nationally.
Our monthly magazine is available for free on our website at  
www.thesoberworld.com.
If you would like to receive an E-version monthly of the magazine, please 
send your e-mail address to patricia@thesoberworld.com
Drug addiction has reached epidemic proportions throughout the country 
and is steadily increasing. It is being described as “the biggest man- 
made epidemic” in the United States. More people are dying from drug 
overdoses than from any other cause of injury death, including traffic 
accidents, falls or guns.
Many Petty thefts are drug related, as the addicts need for drugs causes 
them to take desperate measures in order to have the ability to buy their 
drugs. The availability of prescription narcotics is overwhelming; as 
parents our hands are tied.
Purdue Pharma, the company that manufactures Oxycontin generated 
$3.1 BILLION in revenue in 2010? Scary isn’t it?
Addiction is a disease but there is a terrible stigma attached to it. As family 
members affected by this disease, we are often too ashamed to speak to 
anyone about our loved ones addiction, feeling that we will be judged. We 
try to pass it off as a passing phase in their lives, and some people hide 
their head in the sand until it becomes very apparent such as through an 
arrest, getting thrown out of school or even worse an overdose, that we 
realize the true extent of their addiction.
If you are experiencing any of the above, this may be your opportunity to 
save your child or loved one’s life. They are more apt to listen to you now 
than they were before, when whatever you said may have fallen on deaf 
ears. This is the point where you know your loved one needs help, but you 
don’t know where to begin.
I have compiled this informative magazine to try to take that fear and 
anxiety away from you and let you know there are many options to 
choose from.
There are Psychologists and Psychiatrists that specialize in treating people 
with addictions. There are Education Consultants that will work with you to 
figure out what your loved ones needs are and come up with the best plan 
for them. There are Interventionists who will hold an intervention and try to 
convince your loved one that they need help. There are detox centers that 
provide medical supervision to help them through the withdrawal process,
There are Transport Services that will scoop up your resistant loved one 
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Depression, anxiety, and substance use may not seem like things 
that an employer should concern themselves with, but the reality 
is that mental health can have a critical impact on a company’s 
bottom line. 
Think about your workforce. Do you have:
• employees who frequently call out sick?
• managers that consistently struggle to meet their productivity 

targets?
• a high turnover rate?
• concerns about stress among your employees?
While none of these symptoms are cause to panic, they are red 
flags that could be indicators that members of your workforce are 
experiencing mental health conditions that are going untreated. 
One of the leading causes of absenteeism on the job is related 
to alcohol use, with individuals struggling with alcohol addiction 
being four to eight times more likely to call out of work than their 
colleagues without an alcohol addiction. 
“Beyond productivity loss, there is also a significant safety factor 
that needs to be evaluated,” said Philip Levendusky, PhD, ABPP, 
director of the Psychology Department at McLean Hospital and a 
member of the faculty at Harvard Medical School. “There is a direct 
correlation between alcohol abuse and workplace injury. According 
to recent studies, people who consume alcohol may have as much 
as a 70 percent higher chance of being injured on the job.” 
According to Levendusky, it is important to develop a work 
environment where there is a commitment to address issues in a 
constructive and supportive manner that benefits the employees 
as well as the business. However, Levendusky noted, it is critical to 
understand that alcohol use is often just one component of a larger 
mental health issue.  
Substance use—particularly alcohol—is an issue that often 
coincides with depression, anxiety, and stress. In fact, 10.2 million 
adults have co-occurring mental health and substance use disorders. 
According to data supplied by the American Psychiatric 
Association, employees with unresolved depression experience 
a 35 percent reduction in productivity, contributing to a loss to the 
U.S. economy of $210.5 billion a year in absenteeism, reduced 
productivity, and medical costs. 
One of the greatest barriers we as a society face is that shame 
and stigma continue to be persistent when it comes to mental 
health, leading to a reluctance to talk about and, in some cases, 
fear of getting treatment for mental health issues. It is important 
to understand that mental illness does not discriminate and 
affects individuals of every gender, culture, race, religion, and 
socioeconomic background. In fact, worldwide, depression is the 
leading cause of disability, with the World Health Organization 
estimating that 300 million people globally live with depression, with 
many also exhibiting symptoms of anxiety. 
Depression can manifest in many ways, including: 
• losing interest in all or most activities
• reduction or increase in appetite or sleep
• having difficulty concentrating
• feelings of worthlessness 
• thoughts of suicide
Given the symptoms of depression, it makes sense that when 
employees are depressed, they miss an average of 31.4 days per 
year and lose another 27.9 to unproductivity, and with the high 
prevalence of depression globally, your company undoubtedly 
employs individuals who live with depression and could benefit 
from your support.

A Mentally Healthy Workforce Is Good for Business
While the data about depression and productivity loss is dramatic, 
the good news is that mental illness—depression in particular—is 
treatable. With proper care, including therapy, skill building, and 
medication, 80 percent of employees treated for mental illness 
report improved levels of work efficacy and satisfaction.
“Addressing employee mental health is cost-effective for the 
employer and beneficial for the employee,” said Levendusky. 
“When employees receive effective treatment for mental illness, 
the result is lower total medical costs, increased productivity, lower 
absenteeism, and decreased disability costs.”
According to Levendusky, education and transparency are critical to 
helping employees understand mental illness and feel comfortable 
addressing issues as they arise. 
“I am not advocating for employers to attempt to diagnose an 
employee. What I am encouraging is greater education about the 
symptoms of common mental health disorders, tools—such as 
dialectical behavior therapy—that employees and employers can 
apply in their everyday lives, and access to resources when an 
employee needs professional assistance,” he said.
Levendusky points out that business owners and families are not 
immune to mental illness—particularly issues that can arise due 
to financial stress and the exhaustion that comes with the time 
commitments that are often placed on business leaders in the 
community.
“Similar to a parent who focuses on a child’s health, yet neglecting 
their own, becomes detrimental to the family, it is equally 
important that company leaders, while tending to the needs of 
their employees, don’t lose sight of their own mental health,” said 
Levendusky. “Mental wellness is a company-wide initiative that 
should be a commitment of everyone.”
Stress, like mental illness, is common in the workplace. Although 
stress is not a medical condition, if gone unmitigated, it can 
contribute to the development of physical conditions and mental 
health concerns, including depression and anxiety. 
According to a recent study, a quarter of non-executive employees 
say they feel stressed all or most of the time—and this figure rises 
to a startling 49 percent for supervisors.
“Stress is experienced when an individual feels the demands being 
made upon them are greater than their ability to cope. Some stress 
is healthy, but too much can be debilitating,” said Levendusky. 
“Irritability, insomnia, depressed mood, are all common symptoms 
of excessive stress and should not be ignored.”

IS UNTREATED MENTAL ILLNESS HURTING YOUR BOTTOM LINE?
By Adriana Bobinchock

Continued on page 14

“Mental wellness is a company-wide initiative that should be a 
commitment of everyone,” says Dr. Philip Levendusky
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When Carmen first contacted me about what happened to her son, 
she thought it was too late. Her voice cracked over the phone and I 
could hardly hear her through bouts of uncontrollable sobbing. 
“Bobby-- my son-- he was just released from the hospital. He 
collapsed on the playing field during a game,” she wailed. He’s 
alive. Breathe, I kept telling her. There is always a solution. She 
took a few minutes to gather herself, the tears subsided, and her 
voice fell low, thin as a whisper. 
“The doctors tell me he may have an addiction to pills,” she said 
with the confidence of a convicted felon. “Opioids.” I told her. “I 
guess that’s what they call them. I thought they were just pain pills 
for after his surgeries his junior year in college.” As an addiction 
specialist, this wasn’t my first rodeo helping clients and their 
families work through chronic pain and addiction that resulted from 
prescription pain pills. 
In the United States, 133 million Americans experience chronic pain 
and 65% of all Americans say they seek care for persistent pain 
at some point in their lives. In total, chronic pain affects more lives 
than diabetes and heart disease combined.
An estimated $100 billion is spent annually to manage pain, 
including healthcare expenses, lost income, and lost productivity at 
work and home, according to NIH Medline Plus.  
How has chronic pain grown into a crushing dilemma that so many 
Americans experience? To arrive at an answer, we must first 
unpack and distinguish between acute and chronic pain. Acute pain 
lasts no more than 90 days, a short-term health issue that heals 
on its own. Think of when you scrape your arm on a low hanging 
branch. You clean it up with ointment and a band aid and it heals in 
a few days, good as new. Or a broken limb - a doctor puts a cast on 
it and weeks later your bone heals. Chronic pain is much nastier.
“Chronic pain develops when pain is experienced longer than three 
months,” Pam Garton, a health professional in rehabilitation and pain 
management wrote in, How to Explain Chronic Pain to Family in 7 
Simple Steps. “After those three months, there are changes to the 
nervous system.” Due to the nerve changes, our brain is hijacked by 
this uninvited guest and we become attached to the pain, a faceless 
monster that disrupts families and their loved ones’ lives. 
This is exactly what Carmen’s son experienced after a sports injury 
cut his junior year of collegiate lacrosse short. “What was the surgery 
for?” I asked her. “A torn ACL. He’s a lacrosse player in college.”
Carmen shared her son was a straight-A student, captain of the 
lacrosse team, and a member of a community service fraternity. “Not 
one of those where they just get drunk at parties and haze each other.” 
She told me the only time he got in trouble was for taking Adderall 
to prepare for a rigorous series of final exams. The dean dismissed 
the case because he found her son to be so committed to athletics 
and team leadership, his character reflected a good young man 
with a promising future.
Then it happened. Carmen said her son was hit on the back of his 
leg during practice, sending him crashing to the ground. He landed 
in such a way that his ACL tore to pieces. After multiple surgeries to 
repair the damage, he was prescribed pain pills to which he learned 
to pop like Skittles. 
“He said it hurt to bend his knee and I believed him. So, he kept 
getting refills on the pills. I thought as long as he was using them to 
numb the pain while his body healed, that was fine.” 
By the time Bobby’s senior year came around, he was at the top of his 
game. “He seemed fine… scoring goals, helping out his teammates.” 
But when I talked to Bobby a month after he made his first ever visit to 
the emergency room, he told me he was anything but fine.
“When I would get out of bed in the morning after my injury, it felt 

like pins were sticking through my knee. And that was several 
months after the surgeries.” Bobby said when he started practice 
again for the upcoming season, the pain was unbearable. “It just 
wouldn’t go away,” he told me. “I didn’t know what to do.”
Bobby’s story of isolation in his pain and eventually developing into 
chronic pain  and addiction is tragically common in sports, athletics and 
conditioning. Athletes feel immense pressure to succeed - to score that 
winning goal, reach the summit, go the extra mile. As such, injuries such 
as Bobby’s may develop into a larger problem threatening to sideline 
their athletic career. Secrecy and shame make the problem grow. 
Aside from athletic-related injuries that cause chronic pain, many 
Americans experience chronic pain in the form of headaches and 
migraines, lower back pain, arthritis, crohn’s disease, fibromyalgia 
and muscle pain. Physical therapy, surgery, and nerve blocks are 
common forms of treatment as well as  CBT, DBT , alternative 
approaches like acupuncture, mindfulness, breathing exercises, 
Qigong, spinal manipulation, exercise, anti-inflammatory food diets 
and massage therapy. 
Even with these available therapies, opioid prescription pills in 
the form of hydrocodone, oxycodone, codeine and others are 
commonly prescribed after surgery, injury and health conditions. 
According to data from the CDC, 58 prescriptions were written for 
every 100 Americans in 2017. Imagine how many lacrosse fields 
were filled with opioids. No wonder we’re in the midst of a fiery 
opioid epidemic that claimed 72,000 lives last year. 
Chronic pain and opioid addiction are closely intertwined. Many 
Americans - through no fault of their own - turn to prescription drugs 
which have been prescribed to address their chronic pain. And 
because chronic pain cannot be seen or heard - a phantom that is 
subjective to the person experiencing the pain - it can be hard to 
gauge what is an appropriate amount. This inadvertently sparked the 
opioid crisis, a catch twenty-two whereby the cure for pain coupled 
with over-prescribing sparks an addiction that causes serious harm. 
For Carmen, watching her son topple over in the middle of a game 
made the harm real. “He came off the field at the half and just fell 
over. It was as if all the life had left his body.
Once Bobby made a full recovery at the hospital, he confessed that 
he had been taking the pills long after the surgeries and prescriptions 
ended. Bobby shared he had a new course he was taking and that 
was taking him away from who he was. He found himself lying, 
cheating, and showing up at games trying to beat the pain game with 
a locker full of pills. The pills kept him going - he wasn’t going to miss 
a game. “Senior year was my last chance,” Bobby told me. 
I was able to get Carmen’s son into a behavioral health treatment 
program that specialized in chronic pain and addiction. No pills 
were involved. Bobby also agreed to speak with a therapist about 

CHRONIC PAIN- THE UNINVITED GUEST  
By Louise Stanger Ed.D, LCSW, CDWF, CIP and Roger Porter

Continued on page 14
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Early on in my career, I had the privilege of working with a variety of 
addicts and addictive behaviors. As a therapist, I soon discovered 
that there is a distinct difference between an “out-of-control” addict 
and a “highly functioning” addict.  
The life of an “out-of-control” addict often resembles an amusement 
ride. Even as a therapist, you must decide whether or not you are 
willing to board this addict’s rollercoaster ride. Our society commonly 
associates addiction and addictive behaviors with this personality 
type. Our minds may conjure up an assortment of images related to 
addiction, but the reality is there is no absolute personality type or 
characteristic. It is not uncommon for the “out-of-control’ addict to be 
involved in criminal behaviors (e.g. including driving impaired, selling 
narcotics); abusive and broken relationships; abandonment and 
neglect of children; an inability to maintain regular employment or 
friendships. According to research by Raheleh Rafaiee, el al, “there 
is a close relationship between drug abuse and crime. Drug abusers 
commit crimes to pay for their drugs and this inflicts damages to 
the society. Moreover, many criminals are under the influence of 
drugs while committing crimes.” As a society, our perceptions are 
not without merit. The influence of drugs and their direct relationship 
on criminal behavior is significant.  In fact, “According to (Rafaiee’s) 
research in the United States, 70% of male prisoners were drug 
abusers which is significant to the 11.2% rate of drug abuse in the 
entire male population.” 
While drugs are related to criminal behavior, there is no absolute 
certainty that an addict will become a criminal. Interestingly 
enough, not all criminals, traffickers or manufactures of narcotics 
are going to be users either. However, according to the U.S. 
Department of Justice, “The evidence indicates (and is clear) that 
drug users are more likely than nonusers to commit crimes, that 
arrestees and inmates were often under the influence of a drug 
at the time they committed their offense, and that drug trafficking 
generates violence.” It is understandable why violence perpetuates 
violence and why the trafficking of drugs and other substances 
equates to a higher rate of criminal behavior.  
Naturally, it is easy to associate addiction with an individual who 
has lost control, but it is a greater challenge to associate addiction 
with an individual who has an appearance of control. Highly 
functioning addicts seldom appear to be affected by the addiction. 
These individuals often have an appearance of normalcy and they 
are capable of functioning on a day-to-day basis.  Yet, the highly 
functioning addict is not much different from their counterpart. 
Fundamentally, an addict is an addict and declaring a specific 
universal characteristic or personality type is impossible. For 
after all, addicts come in an array of personalities, temperaments, 
and backgrounds. There really is no such thing as an addictive 
personality, because anyone, at any time, can be challenged with 
an addictive issue. Rather, there are specific characteristics and 
traits that are common amongst addicts. Nevertheless, personal 
behaviors, traits, and styles are not a guarantee, or an indicator, that 
someone is susceptible to developing an addictive issue.  
Author Maia Szalavitz tries to debunk many of the misnomers and 
myths surrounding the addiction model through her article The 
Addictive Personality Isn’t What You Think It Is published in Scientific 
American. “Fundamentally, the idea of a general addictive personality 
is a myth. Research finds no universal character traits that are 
common to all addicted people.” If this is the case, why then are we 
continuing to pursue the idea of an addictive personality?  
Why is it then, that there are some individuals who are addicted the 
very moment that they try a particular substance, drug, or alcoholic 
beverage? Why is it that some individuals have an ability to abstain; 
while others are perceivably incapable of abstaining?  

My argument is that there is a biopsychosocial relationship related 
to someone developing an addictive habit. Moreover, there is a 
direct relationship to an individual’s personal temperament and 
psychological background. Furthermore, the evidence is clear 
that chemical dependency occurs and is likely to develop the 
longer that an individual is exposed and using any substance. 
What is it that causes an individual to become an addict? Are they 
more susceptible to becoming an addict if there is a history of 
psychological instability? Are they more susceptible to becoming an 
addict the longer that they use a substance? Or is it, that there is a 
perfect storm that sweeps through the life of an individual making 
them more vulnerable to the addictive issue?  
What is the possibility of preventing an addictive issue? My argument 
is that we can prevent addictive issues by establishing boundaries 
and preventive measures. As a therapist, I firmly believe that many of 
the addictive habits develop after being exposed to years of abuse, 
neglect and maltreatment. Please understand that this is not to say 
that an individual cannot develop an addictive habit having come 
from a good home. However, I firmly believe that an individual has 
a greater propensity of developing an addictive habit if there has 
a been an extensive psychological history. After all, we have an 
inclination or natural tendency to behave in a particular way the more 
that we are exposed to abusive or unstable environments.  
According Dr. George Koob, director of NIH’s National Institutes 
of Health on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; “scientist do not yet 
understand why some people become addicted while others do not. 
Addiction tends to run in families, and certain types of genes have 
been linked to different forms of addiction. But not all members of 
an affected family are necessarily prone to addiction. As with heart 
disease or diabetes, there’s no one gene that makes you vulnerable.”  
My argument is that we must prevent an individual from ever having 
a reason to seek-out drugs, alcohol and other substances. As a 
clinician, I have worked with addicts who have been raised in the 
ideal home; reported never experiencing any form of abuse; and 
having never been exposed to a substance until they began using. 
There is no absolute guarantee that an individual raised in a perfect 
home will be insulated from addictive habits; nor will an individual 
who has been exposed to a variety of psychological challenges 
develop an addictive habit.
The key to preventing an addictive habit is not only by establishing 
safeguards, but in having a clearer understanding what 
measures to take to prevent the possibility of someone becoming 
susceptible. We are capable of helping those struggling with 
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“Sorry seems to be the saddest word,” 

~ Elton John

In preparing to write this article, a TV commercial from the 70’s 
kept popping up in my consciousness. I just couldn’t get it out of my 
head. The commercial was omnipresent, it seems as though it was 
airing every time I turned on the TV. Anyone who grew up in the 
70’s will remember it. 
The commercial featured a popular actress at the time, Dena 
Dietrich, as Mother Nature; dressed in a plush white gown 
complemented with a daisy crown. The commercial set changed 
but was always shot in a natural environment like a forest or 
jungle. Although the settings changed, the dialog remained 
consistent. An off-screen announcer challenged Mother Nature 
to taste a yellow substance in a small white, handheld plastic 
container; to which she joyfully proclaimed was “my sweet, 
creamy butter”. The announcer quickly corrects Mother Nature, 
informing her that what she just tasted was really Chiffon 
Margarine. Upon hearing the news, Dietrich’s facial expression 
immediately morphs from happy and joyful to angry and scornful 
as she proclaims in a firm authoritative voice, “It’s not nice to fool 
Mother Nature”. And right on cue, thunder and lightning erupts in 
the background as the audio segues to a warm, yet convincing 
female jingle singer crooning to a sing-along melody “if you think 
it’s butter, but it’s not – it’s Chiffon”. 
The advertising campaign was wildly successful and continued 
for years throughout the 70’s until the advertising stopped when 
Chiffon was sold. Distribution in the U.S. ended in 2002. I don’t 
know what factors contributed to Chiffon’s demise, or the demise of 
the margarine market overall for that matter; but I can’t help but to 
think that the slowly developing public awareness of the detrimental 
health risks of the trans fats, found in margarine at the time, on 
the human condition played a role. It slowly became apparent that 
margarine was not the healthy alternative to butter their advertising 
suggested. In fact, process foods such as margarine presented a 
whole new set of health risks.  
So just who was trying to fool Mother Nature?
Margarine is a processed food which means its life started out in 
a lab. Process foods came into being to satisfy a growing need for 
longer shelf-life and inexpensive alternatives to popular foods. The 
Egyptians may have been the first civilization to extend the shelf-
life of fish, fowl and meat with salt over four-thousand years ago. 
However, there is little if any resemblance between the Egyptian 
process and the procedure process foods currently go through. 
Today you’ll find most process food loaded with emulsifiers, food 
coloring dyes, sugar and high-fructose corn syrup, salt, mono-
sodium glutamate (MSG), processed flours, artificial flavoring and 
a host of other obscure toxins and carcinogens. There is nothing 
natural inherent in processed foods.
Process foods and junk foods are killing you one bite  
at a time.
All of this adds up to one great big belly and head ache. The 
procedure of converting foods to process foods, combined with 
the additives, stresses the digestive system when consumed. Our 
bodies are not built to breakdown these substances as efficiently 
as whole foods, if at all. As a result, our bodies think they’re 
being attacked. To protect itself, our immune system deploys 
its own natural defense system, inflammation; white blood cells 
and substances they produce to protect us from infection with 
foreign organisms. As a general rule, a little inflammation (acute) 
from time to time is not such a bad thing. However, the average 
American diet consists of 70% process foods; meaning our 
digestive system is constantly stressed (chronic inflammation) 
which in turn stresses our immune system. According to The 
American Heart Association, we also consume more than three 
times the amount of sugar over the recommended daily limit. 

Furthermore, these processed foods are tearing holes in our 
intestinal lining, allowing partially or undigested foods entry into 
our blood stream.
 Once inflammation gets established in your system, it becomes 
highly self-perpetuating. This is very dangerous because recent 
studies have shown that the abnormal inflammatory response 
is closely associated with many chronic diseases, especially in 
autoimmune diseases where the body attacks and damages its own 
healthy tissue. According to the American Autoimmune Related 
Diseases Association (AARDA), autoimmunity is the No. 2 cause of 
chronic illness. 
It’s important to keep in mind that processed foods are not the only 
culprit causing inflammation that compromises our immune system. 
Stress, heavy metal toxicity, food allergies, gluten, carbon dioxide, 
mold, chemicals, pesticides, environmental pollution from industrial 
waste, drugs are among other dangerous substances found in our 
environment that are also culpable.
As detrimental as inflammation is to your body, the medical 
community is slowly coming around to the devastating effects 
it has on your brain, mood and behavior. 
Brain inflammation can be beneficial in the event you bump your 
head or have some type of head injury. It also plays an essential 
role in removing the brain tissue debris, and promoting recovery. 
However, mountains of research have shown that brain 
inflammation is connected to virtually all types of mental illness. In 
addition to mood disorders such as depression and anxiety, more 
serious conditions like autism, dementia, and even schizophrenia, 
have all been linked to inflammation of the brain.
Earlier I mentioned how foreign substances were eating holes 
in the intestinal lining. Researchers are now finding that the 
same phenomenon is occurring in the brain. Chronic or systemic 
inflammation can cause blood brain barrier permeability. The 
protective layer of the brain becomes porous; which over time can 
lead to cognitive decline. Foreign substances are finding their way 
through the blood brain barrier causing microglia cells – the brain’s 
protector cells – into working overtime. 
Under pathological conditions, neuroinflammation can become 
relentlessly progressive and harmful. The immune and 
inflammatory cells associated with harmful inflammation on the 
brain release excess destructive pro-inflammatory substances that 
can further damage the surrounding healthy brain tissue; leading to 
persistent harmful inflammation which results in ongoing expansion 
of the brain tissue damage. 
Unlike inflammation in the body, the brain has no pain receptors 

YOUR BRAIN IS ON FIRE AND HOW TO DOUSE THE FLAMES
By John Giordano, Doctor of Humane Letters, MAC, CAP, Addiction Treatment Consultant
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so the infl ammation doesn’t cause any pain. This is concerning 
for many reasons. First and foremost, someone could be suffering 
from curable neuroinfl ammation without ever knowing they have 
it. Equally as concerning is the fact that we know that chronic 
brain infl ammation is linked to depression and other cognitive 
and mental health problems; however, too many people with this 
condition are never tested for it. All too often they’re prescribed a 
pill and sent on their way.
The connection between depression and addiction has been well 
established. According to the American Academy of Suicidology 
(AAS), about two thirds of people who commit suicide are 
depressed at the time of their death, and the risk of suicide is 
about 20 times greater among people with major depression. 
In 2017, over 70,000 Americans died from a drug overdose. In 
the same year, over 47,000 Americans committed suicide. It just 
makes my brain feel like it is on fi re to think that so many of our 
friends and neighbors are dying an avoidable death, or suffering 
from a disease every day, without any mandate whatsoever from 
government and/or the medical community to investigate the 
driving force behind the carnage. It is also a diffi cult pill to swallow 
that our leaders don’t know what is driving these illnesses; 
especially when you consider the tens of billions of dollars the 
causes of these illnesses contribute to the Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) every year.
The fi x is simple and right at our fi ngertips. First, I’d recommend a 
switch from your processed food diet to a nutrient-rich whole food 
diet. This alone can go a long way in reversing the damage caused 
by chronic infl ammation. A whole food diet is actually nothing more 
than the food you were meant to eat before processed foods took 
over your life. Whole foods can also eliminate foggy brain and a 
host of other conditions caused by infl ammation and lift your mood. 
I’m fortunate to have found a great nutritionist who has been 
invaluable to me in determining the best food choices for 
optimal health. I strongly recommend that you look into fi nding a 
nutritionist to help you get started down the right path. There are 
also a bunch of whole food books and recipes available online 
and in bookstores. Additionally, here a few anti-infl ammatory 
whole foods that you can get started with right now: dark leafy 
greens including kale and spinach, blueberries, blackberries, 
cherries, dark red grapes, nutrition-dense vegetables such 
as broccoli and caulifl ower, beans, lentils, green tea, red wine 
in moderation, avocado, coconut, olives, extra virgin olive oil, 
walnuts, pistachios, pine nuts, almonds, cold water fi sh including 
salmon and sardines, turmeric, cinnamon, dark chocolate, spices 
and herbs. It is also important that you take a good prebiotic and 
probiotic along with enzymes everyday to help the good bacteria 
in your gut fl ourish. 
My second recommendation is exercise. I can’t impress upon you 
how important it is. Think about it for a minute. One hundred years 
ago the vast majority of jobs were in agriculture. Most farms didn’t 
even have a tractor back then. People had to exert energy to 
accomplish anything in those days. One hundred years later, we 
don’t even get out of our easy chairs to change the TV channel. 
Our bodies were never built for the sedentary life styles so many 
people lead today.  
You just can’t fool Mother Nature!
There is absolutely no reason whatsoever for any able bodied 
person to not exercise – none. Take up karate, go for a walk, try 
yoga, play tennis, go rollerblading, ski, skate, join a gym or fi nd a 
sport that you enjoy. Just do it! You will notice a difference right 
away. The penalty if you don’t is most likely going to be chronic 
health conditions that you could avoid by exercising. 
John Giordano, Doctor of Humane Letters, MAC, CAP, is the 
founder of ‘Life Enhancement Aftercare & Chronic Relapse 
Recovery Center. 
www.PreventAddictionRelapse.com
www.HolisticAddictionInfo.com
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TEMPLE OF THE NINE: PART II
By Maxim W. Furek, MA, CAC

The suicide deaths of Chester Bennington, Kurt Cobain, Chris 
Cornell, and Michael Hutchence were discussed in the November, 
2018 issue of The Sober World. In an article titled “The Temple of 
the Nine” the lives of these grunge pioneers were examined. The 
remaining five musicians offer another cautionary tale, yet to be 
heeded. Included in this prolific group are the following:
Shannon Hoon (1967-1995). Richard Shannon Hoon was the lead 
singer of the group Blind Melon, who copied the sounds of classic 
70’s rock as opposed to grunge and industrial rock. The band hit 
the charts in 1993 with their Grateful Dead-influenced single “No 
Rain” from their self-titled album. That album went multi-platinum 
and sold over two million copies. “No Rain” received heavy airplay 
on MTV and became the band’s highest-charting song, reaching 
#20 on the Billboard Hot 100, and #1 on both the Album Rock 
Tracks and Modern Rock Tracks.
Despite the band’s success, Hoon had a long, ragged history 
of trouble with law enforcement. In 1993, he was charged with 
nudity and indecent exposure after removing his clothes and 
urinating on-stage during a concert in Vancouver. Hoon was 
arrested for allegedly assaulting a guard during the taping of the 
American Music Awards in 1994. Over the course of a support 
tour through 1992 and 1993, Blind Melon were forced to take 
breaks from their schedule to accommodate Hoon, who entered 
a detox program, and occasionally jail, on charges ranging from 
indecent exposure, assault and drunk and disorderly conduct. After 
completing that album, the band forced Hoon to check himself into 
another rehabilitation program. 
Hoon was arrested during the recording of their second album, 
Soup. He was arrested for being drunken and disorderly. The 
album is much darker than the band’s debut album. “2 X 4” is about 
Hoon’s experience at a drug detox, while the lyrics to the acoustic 
ballad “Walk” cryptically reference his addiction to speed and 
attempts to recovery. 
When Soup was released in the summer of 1995, a support tour 
for the album began under the condition that a drug counselor 
accompany Hoon, who almost immediately fell back into a pattern 
of drug abuse. Hoon’s performances were spiraling downward and 
he appeared obviously impaired on stage several times. 
He was found unresponsive in the band’s tour bus in a New 
Orleans’ parking lot. EMTs pronounced Hoon dead on the scene. 
He died of a cocaine-induced heart attack. He was 28. In 1996, 
the surviving members of Blind Melon compiled and released an 
album, ‘Nico,’ in Hoon’s honor and for the benefit of his daughter.
Bradley Nowell (1968-1996). As Sublime’s lead singer and guitarist, 
Nowell turned punk, reggae, and hip-hop into a blended musical magic. 
Nowell had numerous bouts with rehab centers since 1992, and 
died of a heroin overdose on May 25, 1996, after shooting up heroin 
that was more potent than the brown Mexican tar he was used to. 
His death came just prior to the release of the band’s major label 
release, and seven days after his wedding to Troy den Denkker, 
who’d given birth to their son, Jakob, 11 months earlier. 
The band’s hits included “What I Got,” “Santeria” and “Wrong Way,” 
combining humor with social satire. According to Rolling Stone 
writer Mark Kemp:
The story of Sublime is full of sad, strange twists, but this is 
perhaps the strangest: Since frontman Brad Nowell overdosed 
before his band became a phenomenon, before he had a chance 
to become a bona fide rock star, his death has been oddly free of 
the mythic impact of so many rock star flameouts…
By April 1997, a little less than a year after Nowell’s OD, Sublime 
had entered Billboard ‘s Top 20, and the album’s first single, the 
breezily grooving, mostly acoustic hip-hop toaster “What I Got,” 

went to No. 1 on the Modern Rock chart. And that was only the 
beginning. Throughout 1997, Sublime produced hit after hit, and the 
album has sold more than 2 million copies (that year). 

Many of Nowell’s fans didn’t know of his passing, and, at the time, 
the heroin death of the Smashing Pumpkins‘ touring keyboard 
player, Jonathon Melvoin, received more media attention.
Layne Thomas Staley: (1968-2002). Staley was the lead singer and 
co-songwriter of the grunge group Alice in Chains that he founded 
with guitarist Jerry Cantrell. The band became known for Staley’s 
distinct vocal style, as well as for the harmonized vocals between 
him and Jerry Cantrell. He wrote about his addiction in songs 
such as “Junkhead,” “Angry Chair,” “Nutshell” and “Frogs.” He later 
played in the super groups Mad Season and Class of ’99. Staley 
stepped away from the public spotlight, became reclusive, and 
never performed after the late 1990s. Staley’s early Alice in Chains 
collaborator, Tim Branom recollected:
In the end, almost no one could contact Layne. He wouldn’t 
answer the door or take calls. He lived in a condo right smack in 
front of everyone, in the University District. He weighed 80-some 
pounds and his health was deteriorating. There were reports that 
he would go to Toys R Us to buy games and return home, but 
always by himself.
Maybe fame didn’t give him happiness or maybe something else 
was troubling him. I never heard Layne speak a bad word about 
anyone. If there’s anything we can learn, be kind to those that 
deserve it. Because otherwise, they may feel helpless and slowly 
die. Like a flower needs water, people need love.

Unable to conquer his addiction and depression, he died alone, of a 
heroin-cocaine overdose. He was 34. 
Scott Weiland (1967-2015). Weiland, former lead singer for the 
Stone Temple Pilots, dominated the alternative rock charts in the 
mid-to-late ‘90s with songs like “Plush,” “Interstate Love Song” 
and “Vasoline.” After Weiland left the group, Chester Bennington 
headed the STPs from 2013 to 2015. Weiland also released five 
solo albums and fronted the group Velvet Revolver. Billboard 
reporter Danielle Bacher looked at Weiland’s final months, writing:
The ‘90s-rock icon’s history of heroin addiction was well-
documented, but the multiplatinum-selling artist hadn’t used the 
opioid in 13 years. What was less known were the last 10 months 
of Weiland’s life, a series of turbulent episodes that included a 
close friend’s death, the cancer diagnoses of his mother and 
father, severe financial troubles, estrangement from his children, 
self-medication and mental illness.

Weiland died of an accidental drug overdose on his tour bus. A 
combination of cocaine, alcohol, and methylenedioxyamphetamine 
(MDA) were found in his system. MDA is a psychostimulant and that 
causes euphoria and hallucinations. Similar to MDMA, MDA enhances 
mood and empathy, emotions that the singer desperately craved. 
Andrew Wood: (1966-1990). As the 17-year-old front man for 
Malfunkshun, Wood pioneered the Seattle pre-grunge scene 
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with experimental punk and post-1970’s glam rock. His silver 
suits, capes, painted face and outrageous platform shoes and 
motorcycle boots projected a superstar status in the making. 
Wood injected spontaneous stage antics into the musical 
mix. He later founded Mother Love Bone that evolved into the 
commercially-successful Pearl Jam. 
Mother Love Bone was quickly discovered by Polygram Records, 
who released their EP Shine in 1989. All indicators were that the 
band, the first Seattle group of their generation to net a major 
record deal, was poised for national success. Wood had quit doing 
heroin, and had checked himself into rehab three months before 
the release of Mother Love Bone’s debut album Apple. Around 
this time, Wood checked himself once again, into a rehab. After 
discharge, he was interviewed by RIP magazine, and spoke about 
his ongoing battle with addiction: 
It’s a total struggle. When you first get out, you’re on this pink 
cloud, and it’s pretty easy. After a while, things start getting more 
real, and you have to just stay straight a second at a time. 

On March 16, 1990 Wood was found in bed, unconscious, by his 
fiancée. Wood was pronounced dead three days later; the medical 
report determined that he died from a heroin overdose coupled with 
a cerebral hemorrhage. Wood was only 24-years-old.
Pearl Jam’s Temple of the Dog (1991) was a tribute album 
dedicated to the memory of Andrew Wood and introduced itself as 
the world’s first grunge super group. 
The documentary Malfunkshun –The Andrew Wood Story, directed by 
independent filmmaker Scot Barbour, captured the Best Documentary 
award at the 2005 FAIF International Film Festival in Hollywood. The 
posthumous tribute came 15 years after Wood’s fatal overdose.
The five aforementioned musicians were all members of the 
Generation X (1965 – 1978) demographic group. The average age 
of death was 32.4, with Wood being the youngest, 24, and Weiland 
the oldest, 48. 

Although The Temple of the Nine represented an incredible musical 
accomplishment and aptitude, it also reflected a serious national 
health crisis. Every day, more than 130 people in the United 
States die after overdosing on opioids. These are regular people, 
employed and unemployed, rich and poor, common folk and rock 
stars. The drug epidemic affects us all and the sadness continues.
Maxim W. Furek has a rich background that includes aspects of 
psychology, addictions, mental health, and music journalism. His book 
The Death Proclamation of Generation X: A Self-Fulfilling Prophesy of 
Goth, Grunge and Heroin explores the dark marriage between grunge 
music and the beginning of the opioid crisis.  
Learn more at shepptonmyth.com
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unpacking his identity tied to sports and to find his center. He 
learned to deal with the depression and anxiety he felt without 
sports. Further, Bobby learned how to channel his energy into 
an internship to develop his professional skills for the real world 
awaiting him after graduation. 
Carmen’s and Bobby’s story shows that a healthier, happier life is 
achievable when we talk about these issues, seek professional help 
and employ alternative therapies. Chronic pain and addiction can be 
difficult to discuss amongst family and loved ones. However, these 
conversations can take place when we understand chronic pain and 
its impact. In conjunction with Pam Wharton’s website Survive Strive 
Thrive, here are ways to talk about chronic pain with families :
• Pain impacts us physically, emotionally and socially.  

A family member with chronic pain may experience fatigue or 
stiffness and other physical conditions. The feeling of persistent 
and long-term pain may then open the door to anxiety and 
depression, emotions that flare up and feed the pain. In this way, 
emotions drive chronic pain and a vicious cycle forms. When the 
chronic pain sufferer isn’t feeling like themselves physically and 
emotionally, they may find it difficult to socialize, thus, alienating 
themselves from the essential connection of family and loved ones. 

• Pain management requires hard work.  
Alternative therapies to pain pills take patience and discipline, 
a commitment to long-term recovery. Family members are 
encouraged to ask about their loved one’s participation in these 
therapies, successes and opportunities for improvement. Families 
will learn and grow through this process and take on new ways of 
interacting and communicating. 

• Opportunity to change pain.  
The human brain’s ability to morph and change is called 
neuroplasticity. This means that the brain can be taught new 
ways of functioning. In effect, pain patterns learned during peak 

chronic pain experiences can be reoriented toward healthier 
ways of feeling pain. 

Chronic pain can manifest in many forms. Families and loved ones 
like Carmen and her son, Bobby  can work through the challenges 
with open communication, seeking appropriate help and knowledge 
of the topic. 
“You saved my son’s life,” Carmen wrote in an email to me months 
after the ordeal. “Look for an invitation to his graduation in the mail 
next year. You’re an honored guest.” 
* All characters in this article are fiction. Any resemblance to real 
persons is coincidental.
Dr. Louise Stanger - speaker, educator, clinician, and interventionist 
www.allaboutinterventions.com
Roger Porter is a writer and educator.

Levendusky suggests that the more employers and employees 
have a dialogue about stress, as well as mental health, the more 
the subjects become a normal part of the workplace conversation. 
How to Manage Stress in the Workplace
• Make sure to regularly assess employee workload 

If you find that a normally outgoing and affable employee begins 
to act sullen or uncharacteristically confrontational, or you notice 
changes in performance, such as staying late or making errors, 
sit down for a constructive conversation. The sooner you identify 
the issue, the sooner you can begin to address it. 

• Taking breaks reduces stress and improves productivity 
Encourage employees to take regular breaks throughout the day. 
This could mean taking a walk, reading a book, or talking with a 
friend. It is important for employees to give their brains a moment to 
rest and reorganize. Contrary to many people’s first instincts when 
they are stressed, taking breaks makes you more efficient, more 
energetic, and better able to tackle the challenges in front of you.

• Healthy diets and exercise are good for everyone 
Encourage your employees to exercise regularly. Ironically, 
exercise is one of the first things to fall by the wayside, yet is one 
of the most important coping techniques in terms of reducing 
tension and increasing energy! No matter how stressed and 
frantic someone is feeling, a brisk 20-minute walk will likely help. 

 Maintaining a healthy diet is another key to reducing stress. 
When your mind is full of worries and pressures, many people 
find that they slip into “mindless eating.” Maintaining a balanced 
diet of foods that provide a more constant source of energy 
(instead of that sugar spike) can be a great first line of defense 
against the adverse effects of stress. 

Encourage employees to talk with your employee assistance 
program or a mental health professional if they are having trouble 
reducing their stress or have concerns about other issues related to 
their mental health.
While business owners cannot prevent issues around mental health 
and stress in the workplace, by providing education and increasing 
awareness, they can build an accepting environment that supports 
and encourages mental and physical well-being.
Adriana Bobinchock is the chief of external affairs for McLean 
Hospital, the largest psychiatric affiliate for Harvard Medical School.
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By Louise Stanger Ed.D, LCSW, CDWF, CIP and Roger Porter
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addiction by helping them to establish healthy boundaries; by 
having a clearer understanding of the effects of the substance; 
by creating healthy relationships; and by finding a professional 
with which they may engage.  Early intervention is essential to 
overcoming an addictive habit. 
Moreover, it is vitally important that an addict have an understanding 
why they sought out the addictive substance in the first place. What 
was it about the substance that offered them a sense of pleasure and 
reassurance?  How do they feel when using the substance? What 
does it feel like when they are incapable of using?  
As a clinician, I am determined to help those that I treat to develop 
a healthier mindset and perspective on life. It is essential that they 
gain a comprehensive understanding of the addictive vice. Likewise, 
I am interested in learning more about the dominant players in this 
individual’s life; because they too can help this individual through 
the process of recovery. Finally, it is important to help the individual 
to discover his or her “why”?  Why is it that they began using the 
substance and what will help them continue a life of sobriety?
Dr. Asa Don Brown, Ph.D., C.C.C., D.N.C.C.M., F.A.A.E.T.S. 
Website: www.asadonbrown.com

LIVING BEYOND
By Dr. Asa Don Brown, Ph.D., C.C.C., D.N.C.C.M., 

F.A.A.E.T.S.
DEBUNKING THE MYTHS AND STEREOTYPES 

ASSOCIATED WITH ADDICTION 
Continued from page 8
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BEGINS HERE.

Ranked #1 in psychiatry
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McLean’s Signature Recovery Programs specialize in teaching the skills 
necessary for sustained recovery from drugs and alcohol while also 
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It’s not easy, but together, we will fi nd the answers.

To learn more, visit mcleanhospital.org/addiction
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